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Abstract Policies may help to keep the anthropogenic temperature change
below some critical temperature thresholds. We apply MERGE in a proba-
bilistic risk assessment framework to assess the risk of action versus inaction
on climate change. The method applied gives a probabilistic assessment of the
associated economic costs and levels of carbon-values and emissions reduction,
as well as the needed technological change to restructure the energy system.
The study suggests that a set of low-carbon and carbon-free technologies has
to be developed and diffused around the world in order to reduce the risk
of serious, adverse climate change. Eventually, a mass deployment of biomass
farming technologies for bio-fuels and/or hydrogen production, in conjunction
with carbon capture and sequestration options, are needed to satisfy the EU
threshold of 2◦C average atmospheric temperature rise above the pre-indus-
trial temperature levels by the year 2100. However, because this temperature
threshold represents a severe target, the global “willingness-to-pay” (WTP)
must be significantly improved in relation with present attitudes.
Keywords Probabilistic risk assessment · Carbon mitigation policies ·
Temperature thresholds
1 Introduction
Article 2 of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) aims
to “stabilize greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere at a
level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interferencewith the climate
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system” and refers explicitly to ecosystems that can adapt naturally to climate
change, to food production that is not threatened and to economic development
that will be capable to proceed in a sustainable manner.
A considerable increase of scientific publications has occurred over the last
years where the uncertainty related to climate sensitivity (CS) is taken into
account when either a baseline or a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) scenario is
quantitatively elaborated. Also, these recent studies (described in Sect. 3) seek
to establish risk functions that describe the likelihood of overshooting different
critical targets on temperature change (e.g., 2◦C above pre-industrial levels)
based on the probability density functions (PDFs) related to climate sensitivity.
The ThirdAssessment Report (IPCCTAR 2001) adopted a range of temper-
ature change between 1.5 and 4.5◦C to describe climate sensitivity, but failed
to assign distribution probabilities to these temperature-change values for the
different SRES scenarios (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000). Recent publications
described in Sect. 3, define the climate sensitivity in terms of PDF assuming tem-
perature changes greater than 4.5◦C, but with low probability of occurrence.
These PDF-based CS estimates open the possibility of exploring risk-based
approaches to related scenario research as for example reported by Nordhaus
(1999), Tol (2003), Webster et al. (2003), Mastrandrea and Schneider (2004),
Yohe et al. 2004, wherein random distributions were assumed not only for
“physical” parameters such as CS but also for socio-economic drivers.
Studies of the impacts of global warming and of energy-policy analyses have
also used stochastic models (Fankhauser 1994; Manne et al. 1995) by apply-
ing aggregated global models like DICE (Nordhaus 1993) and CETA-R (Peck
and Teisberg 1995). The study by Fragnière and Haurie (1996) is the first to
introduce the stochastic approach in large-scale bottom-up energy models like
MARKAL while Segberts et al. (2000) was the first to introduce Monte Carlo
techniques into a MARKAL model of Europe. Petersen (2006) gives a survey
of approaches and findings for uncertainty and economic analysis of climate
change.
The present work is an extension of a stochastic analyses performed with
MERGE (Richels et al. 2004) to study the effectiveness and impacts of global-
warming mitigation policies. Work with stochastic analysis is based on the act,
then learn principle in decision analyses as uncertainty is resolved in the future.
The act, then learn approach assumes that a few “states of the world”(SOW)
represent uncertain input parameters, with subjective probabilities attached
to each SOW while present-day uncertainty is assumed to be resolved in the
future. The expected cost (utility) is thenminimized (maximized) to define a set
of control variables for the period prior the resolution of uncertainty. Through
such an analysis, a “hedging” policy that deals with uncertainty can be defined
(i.e., “act”) in periods prior the resolution of uncertainty (i.e., “then learn”) in
a way that minimizes the expected losses.
In the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) analyses applied in this study, we
exclude the possibility of having a resolution of uncertainty in the future, since
“details of climate and weather will remain unpredictable to some degree”
(Webster et al. 2003). Decisions can be made based on the precautionary
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principle, however, wherein we proceed with a policy that allows us to avoid a
given risk of action or inaction. In such a case, conclusions must be revised as
long as knowledge on future uncertainty improves. The above characteristic is
the main advantage of combining PRA with integrated assessment models like
MERGE.
The present study extends the version of MERGE used for uncertainty anal-
yses by incorporating Monte Carlo (i.e., random) algorithms and parameters
that describe socio-economic driving forces defining future CO2 concentration
levels and the related climate sensitivity. The output of such analyses is a proba-
bility distribution that indicates the likelihood of different long-term outcomes
either in terms of temperature change or through energy and socioeconomic
indicators that aid in assessing the risks of action or inaction in relation to
climate change.
The research questions we try to address with a probabilistic assessment
methodology are the following:
• What is the risk that the temperature rise will exceed given critical thresh-
olds of climate change?
• What is the appropriate willingness-to-pay (WTP), or the carbon-tax level,
when cost-benefit is applied to reduce the risk of overshooting these critical
thresholds?
• What are the GHG concentrations required for stabilization, and the emis-
sion pathways required to achieve the needed concentrations?
• What are the technological options of meeting different stabilization levels
of GHGs in the atmosphere?
The first question to be asked is how these thresholds are established and
how they can be justified. The German Advisory Council on Climate Change
(WBGU 2003) concluded that the present state of science is not sufficient
advanced to quantify what “dangerous anthropogenic interference with the cli-
mate system” exactly means and instead proposes that the overall global tem-
perature increase should not exceed 2◦C above pre-industrial levels while the
European Council asked the Community and its Member States to consider
mid- and longer-term emission-reduction strategies (EU Council, 7631/04).
The justification for this policy target is based on arguments related to the
expected impacts on nature, ecosystems and humanbeings (Meinshausen 2005).
The question of trade-offs arises if one adopts a less-severe policy target. For
researchers having an economic background, the target is conservative, in that
they typically argue that strong emission reductions will invoke dangerous eco-
nomic impacts (Tol and Yohe 2006). Others claim that the Kyoto protocol
requires too much emissions reduction too early (Manne and Richels 1999).
Still others, however, do not even conclude that a temperature increase of 2◦C
above pre-industrial levels is ‘safe’ enough (Meinshausen 2005).
For these reasons, the present study not only focuses on the risk of over-
shooting global mean- temperature rise by 2◦C above pre-industrial levels, but
also considers alternative targets. Mastrandrea and Schneider (2004) discussed
the issue of dangerous anthropogenic interference (DAI) in relation to climate
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policy. They developed a metric for determining dangerous interference with
the climate system based on the “reasons for concern” presented in the IPCC’s
Synthesis Report. Themedian, 50th percentile threshold in this metric is 2.85◦C
above year 2000 levels. This temperature level is an alternative (but still arbi-
trary) threshold, i.e., an average of impacts accumulating across all metrics
applied in the IPCC study,1 examined in our study.
The model used in our risk assessment study is a simplified version of
MERGE5.1 with only two world regions (i.e., North and South), a formulation
of CS based on probability density functions, an endogenous treatment of the
ocean diffusivity and an endogenous representation of technological change.
The latter considers the implementation of advanced, carbon-free technologies
to penetrate gradually present energy markets and thereby to provide sustain-
able means of energy alongside the diminishing use of conventional fossil fuels
(i.e., oil and gas) and to control the increase of carbon dioxide concentrations
in the atmosphere.
The CS term covers the uncertainty in temperature rise (i.e., feed-backs
because of clouds, water vapour and related increases in global albedo) when
the pre-industrial GHG concentration in the atmosphere doubles. The random
samples of stochastic input data include variations in socio-economic growth
projections, the decoupling between energy consumption and economic growth
and the learning rates. Variations in these kinds of input lead to different emis-
sions scenarios, GHG concentrations, and, hence, changes in global tempera-
ture rise. The development of the energy sector and the induced technological
change is determined endogenously to the model and generally represents an
optimistic view of energy futures.We do not claim that these scenarios cover the
full range of possible future outcomes, since the socio-economic development
and the technological options to react against global warming are generally opti-
mistic, but we believe that a significant (realistically encompassing) variation of
development pathways is represented in the analyses reported herein.
Since the discounting of future benefits versus near-term costs (investments)
tomitigationpolices is controversial, twodifferent approaches areused todefine
the utility discount rate. Similarly, since the climate sensitivity issue represents
the most significant uncertainty, we apply both conservative and optimistic den-
sity functions in the analysis. These alternative assumptions on PDFs for CS and
in the discounting principlesmakes necessary of at least fourMonteCarlo (MC)
runs for each combination of input parameters selected.
Finally, the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method was applied to reduce
the variance of statistical estimates for model outputs like the carbon value; the
induced temperature change; the welfare loss; the emissions profiles; theGHGs
concentrations and forcing, and the primary fuel share needed to establish the
1 According to the synthesis chapter of IPCC WG2 (Smith et al. 2001), there are four reasons to
concern about climate change. The report considers a broad range of temperature limits as some
stakeholder groups ask for immediate stringent emissions controls (e.g., small island communities);
while others would tolerate some more warming. Thus, it is not possible to define a commonly
acceptable threshold.
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proposed socio-economic system changes and equilibrium behaviour under the
cost benefit analysis (CBA). Latin hypercube sampling for large scale optimiza-
tion models applied together with MC Analyses is an established approach for
defining the expected values of variables that model physical or economic/tech-
nological systems. To obtain meaningful statistical results at a reasonable com-
putational cost, a variance reduction method is applied when estimating the
expected values. The Latin Hypercube Sampling routine (distributed by the
Sandia National Laboratories), is a FORTRAN program of R. L. Iman and
M.J. Shortencacier, publicly available (NUREG/CR-3624, SAND83-2365, RG,
March 1984). The LHS program prepares constrained random samples of sto-
chastic input data for each set of variables needed to perform MC runs. Then
MERGE defines the CBA equilibrium by maximizing the global welfare and
establishes the model output. Our analysis with MERGE needs for each spe-
cific combination of CS, discount rate, the Baseline and two willingness to pay
(WTP) levels, 12 different MCA simulations (i.e., 2 ·2 ·3 cases) with 250 optimi-
zations each case and it takes 400min on a 3GHz PC to complete all of them.
All these optimization runs are executed as CBA cases since cost-efficient anal-
yses, e.g., imposing a constraint of 2◦C, would have been infeasible for most
of the cases. To increase the efficiency of the MCA algorithm, the model cali-
bration and initialization, the MCA loop and the statistical analyses of output
are programmed directly in GAMS. The results are stored on EXCEL files for
subsequent statistical evaluation.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the changes in the version of MERGE required for MCA
and describes key input random parameters, given that theMERGEmodel per
se (Manne et al. 1995; Kypreos 2005) is well known. These later points refer
to population and economic development; the decoupling between economic
growth and energy demand; the treatment of climate sensitivity and the learning
rates. The formulation of damage functions and the WTP, the utility function
and its discounting rate are defined with two alternative input parameters.
Assumptions concerning technologies are also explained in this section.
Section 3 describes results related to equilibrium temperature change as
function of the PDFs assumed in the study and of carbon stabilization lev-
els expressed in terms of constant CO2-eq atmospheric concentrations. Also,
confidence levels are given for the transient temperature change for different
future years. This procedure is performed by applying the same simple relation
between concentration changes, forcing and transient temperature change as
adopted in the MERGE model.
Section 4 presents results for the baseline cases (i.e., without policies to
control anthropogenic carbon emissions) that varies only the socio-economic
and energy related assumptions, and the CS. Results such as energy use, emis-
sions, concentrations, forcing and the risk of overshooting given critical levels
of temperature change are presented.
Section 5 presents the probabilistic CBA for two different PDFs [i.e., the first
from Wigley and the second from Knutti et al. (2003)] analysed with descrip-
tive and prescriptive utility discount rates. Similar results are given as for the
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baseline case, but in the CBA runs new information is included, such as the
carbon value and the fraction of consumptions that consumers are willing to
pay to avoid climate damages.
Finally, Sect. 6 discusses the key results of the analyses with MERGE and
summarizes the main conclusions of the study.
2 Modeling framework
2.1 General model description
MERGE is a Model for Evaluating the Regional and Global Effects of GHG
reduction policies. We have reduced the regional representation of the latest
available version of MERGE5.1 to two geopolitical regions: North, which in-
cludes OECDEurope, USA, Japan, Canada, Australia and NewZealand, East-
ern Europe and the former Soviet Union; and South, which includes China,
India, Mexico, the OPEC nations, and the rest of the world (ROW).
An ETA-MACRO model describes each of these two regions. The energy
model ETA is a “bottom-up” engineering model that describes the energy-sup-
ply sector of a region, including the production of non-electric energy (fossil
fuels, synthetic fuels, and renewables) and the generationof electricity. TheETA
model captures price-dependent substitutions of energy forms (e.g., switching
to low-carbon fossil fuels) and energy technology substitution (e.g., the use
of renewable-energy instead of fossil-fuel systems) to achieve specified CO2
reduction targets.
TheMACROsub-model is a “top-down”macro-economic growthmodel that
balances the non-energy part of the economy of a given region using a nested
constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) production function. The MACRO
model also captures autonomous (e.g., price-independent) effects and macro-
economic feedbacks between the energy sector and the rest of the economy,
such as the impacts of higher energy prices (e.g., resulting from CO2 control
policies) on economic activities. The mathematical formulation of the regional
ETA-MACRO sub-models translates into a non-convex, non-linear, optimiza-
tion problem, where the economic equilibrium is determined by a single opti-
mization. Finally, inclusion of a simple climate and damage model transforms
MERGE into an Integrated Assessment Model (IAM). The MERGE model
considers both market (through production losses) and non-market damages
(through losses in global welfare).
The MERGE model maximizes a welfare function defined as the net pres-
ent value of the logarithm of regional consumption adjusted for the non-mar-
ket damages. Included in the wealth of each of the two regions modeled by
MERGE are initial endowments of fossil fuels, renewable energy sources, and
CO2 emission permits.
The regional ETA-MACROsub-models are linked inMERGE,which aggre-
gates the regional welfare functions, adjusted for the non-market damages, into
a global welfare function using appropriate Negishi weights (Negishi 1972).
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Also, global trade constraints applied in each period ensure that international
trade of commodities is balanced. Regional technological learning with global
spillovers, climate-change impacts and the associated market and non-market
damages further enhance the regional links and interactions.
The MCA loop in MERGE is organized as follows:
(a) Pre-solving
The critical and uncertain input parameters are identified and the related
PDFs are specified. A specific sampling method (i.e., Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling) defines the set of input parameters for each Monte Carlo run and the
data so generated are stored in a table. The length of this table equals the
number of MC optimizations to be performed. We then rank the input vec-
tor with the CS as the key parameter for ranking. This is because smooth
variations of CS accelerate convergence within MERGE and helps to avoid
infeasibilities. The stochastic parameters estimated in this way are the climate
sensitivity (CS); the population level; the per capita income in north and south
for the year 2100; the AEEI factor and finally the fraction of learning rate to be
applied.
(b) The MCA loop:
(1) With the help of each stochastic vector of input variables we define the
socioeconomic input, the energy related data, the CS value and the ocean
diffusivity for MERGE. Then, the model is calibrated for each new set
of input data, the matrix of the problem is defined and the search for
optimality begins starting from the levels of the previous solution.
(2) If an optimal solution is obtained, selected output variables are stored for
each time step and iteration. This refers to the induced climate forcing;
the temperature change; the macro-economic variables of investments
and consumption; the welfare loss of consumption related to the equilib-
rium carbon value; the cost of mitigation and the damages; the emissions
profiles; the GHGs concentrations; the primary fuel share and electricity
production by technology.
(3) Any source of infeasibility identified during the course of the study has
been removed before performing the final MC runs. If, in spite of this
pre-conditioning, infeasibilities appear during the MCA loop, the opti-
mization is executed again for the problematic vector of input, starting
another search for optimality from the beginning, until a solution is found.
(4) If this specific set of input data will eventually produce an infeasible or
non-optimal solution, and the number of infeasibilities remains below a
threshold, it is excluded from the sampling and we continue the loop with
the next vector of input data. Otherwise, we continue with (5).
(5) If the number of infeasibilities is above a threshold of, i.e., one over 250
optimizations, we interrupt the analyses without storing the information,
we investigate the cases where the model failed, removing the source of
infeasibilities and start theMCA from the beginning. Since the maximum
number of infeasible/non-optimal cases is restricted to one out of 250
optimizations, the results obtained are assumed to be unbiased.
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(c) Post-solving
At completion of the loop, statistical parameters like the mean, the variance,
the standard deviation, the kurtosis and skewness are defined. Based on the
identified values of the mean, and the variance, the results for each stochastic
output are processed to define its PDF function for each time period. In doing
that we count the number of occurrences for the variable in examination within
100 equally spaced intervals around the mean. The CPDFs thus estimated are
stored and appear in this report, as, e.g., in Fig. 11.
2.2 Technology description
A significant number of technological options modeled in MERGE lead to
more efficient and clean energy systems that emit either less CO2 per unit of
energy or do not emit carbon at all. Also, options that remove carbon from the
atmosphere via biomass farming combined with carbon capture and sequestra-
tion (CCS) are considered. The following options have been modeled, with the
more important options being described explicitly in Table 1:
1. Energy efficiency improvement options simulated either as price indepen-
dent or as price dependent relations.
2. Inter-fuel substitution for electric and non-electric markets (e.g., more gas
than coal).
3. Zero-carbon electricity from wind turbines, nuclear plants and solar PV.
4. Zero-carbon fuels from biomass.
5. Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) in underground storage.
6. Biomass farming for energy production with and without CCS.
A few energy technologies are treated explicitly as for instance carbon-free
power plants, high-cost Solar-PV or low-cost Wind, or plants producing low-
cost, non-electric energy from renewables (RNEW). Table 1 lists the technol-
ogies modeled in MERGE, with the first set of technologies corresponding to
power generation, and the second set of technologies referring to a non-electric
energy system.
Technological learning describes the reduction in the specific cost of a given
technology as a result of the accumulation of knowledge (e.g., operating expe-
rience). A learning curve for a given technology relates the specific cost of that
technology to one or more factors describing the accumulation of knowledge
in that technology. In implementing these levels of cost reduction for each dou-
bling of production, a barrier is introduced to represent a maximum possible
reduction of generating cost until the floor cost is attained. We assume learning
rates that induce a 4% (i.e., for new nuclear with a floor cost of 30mills/kWh),
10% (i.e., for wind with a floor cost of 35mills/kWh) and 20% (i.e., for solar PV
with a floor cost of 40mills/kWh) cost reduction in power generation systems
for each doubling in production, and a 10% rate for non-electric systems and a
floor cost of 4.5$/GJ. This reduction is applied to the learning part of the cost
that equals the initial generating cost minus the floor cost, both given in the
cost column of Table 1. To avoid a detailed modeling of alternative nuclear fuel
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Table 1 Technologies used in MERGE and naming conventions
Electric Technologies IntroductionGen. Cost/ Carbon Learning
date Floor Cost Emissions Rate
(mills/k Wh) (kg C/k Wh)
HYDRO Hydroelectirc, and other Existing 40. 0.0
renewables
NUC Remaining initial nuclear Existing 50. 0.0
GAS-R Remaining initial gas fired Existing 35.7 0.1443
OIL-R Remaining initial oil fired Existing 37.8 0.2094
COAL-R Remaining initial coal fired Existing 20.3 0.2533
GAS-N Advanced combined cycle (AGC) 2000 30.3 0.0935
GAS-A Gas-Fuel Cell with removal 2020 47.7 0.0
COAL-N Pulverized Coal 2000 40.6 0.1955
COAL-A Coal-FC with CO2 recovery 2020 55.9 0.0068
IGCC IGCC with CO2 removal 2020 62 0.024
New Nucleara Generic New Nuclear with LBD 2010 55/35 0.0 0.04
Winda Wind with LBD 2000 45/35 0.0 0.10
SPVa Solar PV with LBD 2000 95/40 0.0 0.20
Non Electric technologies US$/GJ tons C/GJ
CLDU Coal direct use Existing 2.5 0.0241
OIL1-OIL10 Oil categories Existing 3–5.25 0.0199
GAS1-GAS10Gas categories Existing 2–4.25 0.0137
SYNF Synthetic fuels Existing 8.33 0.04
RNEW Renewables Existing 6. 0.0
NEB-Ba H2/F-T from Biomass, CCS, LBD 2010–20 19/4.5 −0.0216 0.10
NEB-Fa H2/F-T from coal, CCS, LBD 2010–20 15/4.5 0.0025 0.10
LBD-Ha2 H2f from carbon-free 2010–20 15/4.5 0.0 0.10
source, LBD
aAll technologies with LBD could become available in 2010-2020. Floor costs apply to all LBD
technologies as indicated
cycles and the depletion of nuclear resources, we have assumed that nuclear
energy could contribute a maximum of 33% to the global electricity produc-
tion. Similarly, each of the intermittent technologies, i.e., wind and solar PV, are
able to provide a maximum of 20% of power generation. Also, the cumulative
storage potential assumed for CCS is 600 GtC at a cost of 10 $/tC.
Electric-generation backstop technologies consist of renewable sources, like
wind, solar PV and new nuclear concepts. Non-electric energy-generation back-
stops are identified with the use of Fischer-Tropsch (FT) fuel or hydrogen,
while the primary-energy source for these carbon-free energy carriers is either
biomass or renewable electricity or nuclear. Biomass farming for hydrogen
production with CCS (Azar et al. 2006) is being considered as key technol-
ogy to achieve the policy in discussion. The biomass potential assumed is 400
EJ/year, while the removal rate of carbon emissions from the atmosphere is
0.0216 kg C/GJ. The other key technology considered in this analysis is FT
fuels produced from biomass or coal (SYNF). All other energy technologies
(e.g., systems not exposed to learning by doing) and the non-learning part of
backstop systems that corresponds to the floor cost, assume an autonomous
cost reduction of 0.2% per annum. The learning function is coded directly as
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a non-linear and non-convex formulation.2 Learning technologies are assumed
to be made available within the time frame 2010–2020 if they are competitive,
while their penetration rates are increased to 13.5% per annum (i.e., above the
standard value of 11.5% applied in the MERGE model). The learning rates
in this study are treated as stochastic parameters that vary at random with a
uniform distribution of 0–100% of their levels shown in Table 1.
2.3 Population and regional Gross World Product (GWP) projections
The level of GHG emissions for a given energy mix is proportional to economic
activity which in turn is related to the growth in population and per-capita
Gross World Product (GWP). Both population projections and GWP growth
rates are exogenous input to the MERGEmodel. Through 2020, MERGE uses
the projections from the “reference case” defined by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA 2003). Thereafter, growth is extrapolated using logistic
functions. The economic growth is random and is specified in such a way that in
the year 2100, Annex B countries have a uniform distribution of GWP between
40 and 120 thousand USD per capita while the Non-Annex B countries have a
uniform income level between 25 and 50 thousand USD per capita. The logistic
curves need the specification of three points to be defined. Two of these points
are the present level of economic activity and the expected value in the year
2100. Finally, each of these logistic functions converges in the very long run
to the same income level for all world regions. This long term asymptote of
economic output by region differs per scenario but is twice as much as the
random value of GWP of Annex B countries in the year 2100. This value is
high in comparison with current income of non-annex B countries and leads to
significant variations of income per case.
Similarly, population increases from present levels to stabilize between 8
and 10 billions people following a uniform distribution. Most of the population
growth takes place in the Non-Annex B countries.
As shown in Fig. 1 a significant range of GWP is covered in the MCA. For
the year 2100 the GWP varies between 300 and 610 trillion $ (with the pur-
chasing power of 2000), while for the year 2150 GWP varies between 680 and
1800 trillions.
Energy use is expected to be correlated with the economic development
described in Fig. 1, but MERGE assumes a price dependent and a price
2 There is no guarantee that MERGE identifies of global optimal solution with our formulation
of endogenous learning when many technologies compete for market shares. However, the solver
(i.e., CONOPT3) identifies appropriate NLP optimal solutions if we apply low and upper bounds to
each learning technology. Bounds force a minimum initial technology penetration just above zero,
as proposed byManne andBarreto (2004) to avoid locking, and restrict solutions below amaximum
possible penetration. Experience has shown that in such case the solver responds to input changes
such that new solutions are always identified in favor of a technology with improved performance.
The MIP option (Kypreos 2005) could have been an alternative approach that guarantees global
optimal solutions but as long as an efficient restart option can not be applied,MIP is not appropriate
for MCA.
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Fig. 1 GWP in trillion US Dollars with the purchasing power of 2000
independent (i.e., autonomous) decoupling rate between economic activity and
energy use. The autonomous energy efficiency improvement (AEEI), i.e., the
annual rate of decoupling between energy and economic growth is defined to be
a fixed fraction of the regional growth. We assume a normal distribution func-
tion for the AEEI factor with a mean of 0.425 percent of the economic growth,
while all other values are distributed normally between 0.4 and 0.45 percent
of the economic growth with a 98% confidence level. Based on assumptions
previously described, the induced primary energy use for the baseline case, as
given by Fig. 2, varies between 1,400 and 2,100 EJ per year by the year 2100 (i.e.,
between 3.6 and 5.5 times the present energy consumption) while the growth
rate of electricity is almost twice as high as this of primary energy consumption
(i.e., with a mean of 9.6 times the present electricity production).
2.4 The MERGE formulation of forcing and temperature change
The temperature change evaluation resulting from the increased atmospheric
concentration of GHGs is formulated based on post-2000 concentrations and
begins with the specification of the radiative forcing.
The climate forcing, F(W/m2), resulting from changes in the CO2 concen-
trations is defined as the natural logarithm of the ratio of carbon concentrations
between the pre-industrial equilibrium concentration C0, and the current value
Ct;
Ft = 5.35 · ln
(
Ct/C0
)
. (1)
The long-term equilibrium mean-temperature change at the earth surface is
assumed to be proportional to forcing and the climate sensitivity. The cli-
mate sensitivity T2xCO2“is used as a metric for all important feedbacks,
(i.e., albedo, clouds and water vapor), which potentially amplify the warming”
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Fig. 2 Baseline case; Global primary energy and power generation
Knutti et al. (2006) and is described by a probability density function. This PDF
of CS gives the distribution of temperature change when the post-industrial
equilibrium concentration of CO2 doubles:
Teq/T2xCO2 = 5.35 · ln(C/C0)/5.35/ln(2), and thus:
Teq = T2xCO2 · ln(C/C0)/ln(2)
(2)
To define the global mean-temperature transient response to changes in the
radiative forcing, we consider the climate sensitivity along with the effective
vertical ocean heat diffusivity and estimate a time constant τ , defined here as the
time needed for the ocean to reach the (1−1/e) of the equilibrium temperature
Teq.
Wigley with the help of MAGICC model (Wigley 2003) estimates τ to de-
pend on the ocean diffusivity (Kz) and the climate sensitivity T2xCO2 (Richels
et al. 2004):
τ = (0.04233 · Kz2 − 0.4261 · Kz + 0.466
+(−0.06071 · Kz2 + 0.7277 · Kz + 0.668 · T22xCO2)) (3)
This relation is valid for restricted ranges ofT2xCO2(i.e., the range 1–7
◦C) and,
therefore if the CS approaches high values, the ocean diffusivity given in Fig. 3
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Fig. 3 Ocean diffusivity as function of climate sensitivity adopted in the MCA runs is based
primarily on Malte Meinshausen (2006)
is such such that τ will not exceed 130 years and remains above 1 year for the
low ranges of CS.
Constraining methods are used (Knutti et al. 2002) to limit inconsisten-
cies between the ocean energy-balance models and observations, as well as to
define the correlation between CS, ocean mixing and sulphate aerosol forcing
(Meinshausen 2006). The correspondingmaximum likelihood function adopted
in the MCA cases shown in Fig. 3 assumes that the climate inertia is high if the
climate sensitivity is also high and vice versa (Raper et al. 2001). Fig. 3 derives
fromMalte Meinshausen (Meinshausen 2006) and is a key relation in theMCA
applied inMERGE. As a consequence of this diagram and the Eq. 3 defining τ ,
at high CS the ocean inertia acts as a buffer that delays transient temperature
changes in a way that the threshold of 2 ◦C post-industrial can be more easily
attained.3
Finally, the equilibrium temperature rise reported by the MERGE model
because of changes in carbon concentration that accounts for the climate sen-
sitivity is as follows:
Teq(C) = T2xCO2
(fbase + 5.35 · ln (2)) · (fbase + 5.35 · ln (C/C0)) (4)
To this CO2 temperature change component we included the contribution
from other GHGs considering their changed concentrations and the induced
forcing while the transient temperature change is defined by difference equa-
tions that account for τ . The value of fbase = 0.3 used in the relation above,
corrects for the inertia in the ocean response and for the otherwise strong tem-
perature changes induced by the cold start from the year 2000 in the transient
temperature estimates of MERGE.
3 There is a possibility that this deterministic representation is not reflecting properly the uncer-
tainty associated with ocean inertia. A recent work at MIT (e.g., Webster et al. 2003) defines a joint
probability between CS and Kz and aerosols. This kind of joint probability functions could only be
considered in a subsequent study where the climate model in MERGE will be fully revised.
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2.5 Cost/benefit analyses in MERGE4
When the MERGE model is applied to a cost-benefit analysis, the model
accounts for both market and non-market damages (NMD), but attention is
focused on NMD. Market damages (MD) are assumed to be proportional to
the temperature change. At a temperature rise of 2.5◦C, MD would lead to
GDP losses of only 0.25% for the high-income nations (Northern Region), and
to losses of 0.50% for the low-income nations (Southern Region), since smaller
amounts of production originate from the agriculture, forestry and fishing sec-
tors for the high-income Northern Region.
NMD include human health, species losses and catastrophic risks such as the
shut-down of the thermohaline circulation in the Atlantic Ocean. This kind of
loss presents a greater concern to high-income regions than to those with low
incomes.
The NMD define welfare loss functions that depend on income and are qua-
dratic in temperature rise. The general principle behind NMD is that all nations
are willing to pay to avoid climate change, but poor nations cannot afford to pay
a significant part of their income because more severe problems than climate
change are faced by the low-income Southern Region.
The “economic loss factor”, ELF, applied in MERGE describes the fraction
of consumption that remains available to households and government. The
non-available part of this income is devoted to combat global warming. Two
parameters define the willingness to pay (WTP) to avoid a temperature rise:
catt and hsx. In high income countries (i.e., at 25 k$/year and more), the corre-
sponding hockey-stick reference parameter hsx, in MERGE equals unity, and
ELF=0.99. Generally,
ELF(x) =
[
1 − (x/catt)2
]hsx
, (5)
where x measures the temperature rise above its level in 2000, while catt is the
catastrophic temperature chosen such that the entire regional product is lost at
this level of global temperature rise. The hockey-stick parameter is generally
defined as follows:
hsx = ln(1 − WTP)/ ln(1 − (2.5/catt)2) (6A)
while the WTP for a per capita income In, is given as:
WTP = GDPLos/(1 + 100 · exp(−0.01/25 · In)) (6B)
withGDPLos being the fraction of GDP citizens are prepared to pay for avoid-
ing a post-2000 temperature change of WTPT.
4 This part of the report is based on the original text of A. Manne presented at the Copenha-
gen Consensus 2004, called “Global Climate Change: An Opponent’s Notes” and responds to the
presentation of William Cline.
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At the reference level ofWTPused inMERGEthe cattparameter is equal to:
catt = WTPT/√GDPLos = 2.5
◦C√
0.02
= 17.6776◦C. (6C)
We assumed, for the purpose of sensitivity analyses an exceptionally high
level of WTP in MERGE as the one presented in Fig. 4. The high level of WTP
is calibrated (again) at 1% of the income spent (i.e., at 25 k$/year) but this time
to avoid a temperature rise of 1.5◦C post-2000. In this case of high WTP level,
the catastrophic temperature, as given by equation (6C), is catt =10.61◦C.
The economic loss function ELF is then incorporated into the objective
function of MERGE, which again is given by the Negishi-weighted discounted
regional utility (e.g., the logarithm of consumption – adjusted for non-market
damages) as described below:
Maximand =
∑
r
NWr
∑
t
udfr,t · log(Cr,t · ELFr,t), (7)
where: NWr is the Negishi weight assigned to region r and is determined itera-
tively so that each region satisfies an inter-temporal foreign-trade budget bal-
ance constraint. In this expression udfr,t = (1 + ρ)−t is the utility discount
factor assigned to region r in period t andCr,t, the conventional measure of
consumption.
In MERGE the rate of return (ROR) on investments is given by:
ROR = ρ + θ · g + n, (8)
with ρ being the utility discount rate, θ giving the elasticity of marginal utility,
g representing the economic growth rate and n the rate of population growth.
The discount rate used in MERGE does not distinguish between the rate of
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Fig. 4 Willingness-to-pay to avoid climate damages of 1.5◦C post-2000, given as fraction of
consumption per capita and temperature change
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return on consumption and the rate of return on investment. Since the economic
growth depends on both region and time, the values of ρ adopted in the utility
discount parameter depend also on region and time. Because of the logarith-
mic utility function employed, the elasticity of marginal utility is set to unity,
θ = 1. According to Alan Manne, when ROR is defined prescriptively, a utility
discount rate of 1% per year is taken over the planning horizon. Alternatively,
under a descriptive approach, the MERGEmodel assumes that ROR begins at
5% per year in 2000 and declines linearly to 3% per annum by the year 2200,
assuming a world that eventually achieves a zero-growth equilibrium. Under
a descriptive approach, ρ is constant at 3% per year. In the MCA adopted in
MERGE for this study, these two specifications for the utility discount rate are
applied in separate MCA runs.
3 Equilibrium temperature change
3.1 Probability distribution functions for climate sensitivity
Climate sensitivity (CS) is defined as the expected equilibrium average surface
temperature rise that corresponds to a doubling of pre-industrial atmospheric
CO2 concentrations. Since the publication of the Third Assessment Report
(IPCCTAR2001), a range of studies have been published defining temperature
ranges and/or probability density functions (PDFs) for CS. Figure 5 describes
a few such PDFs for CS. Using a standard formula for the radiative forcing,
F(W/m2), caused by increased CO2 concentrations above pre-industrial lev-
els C0, [i.e., Eq. (1)], an equilibrium temperature rise, Teq, can be derived for
any CO2 (equivalent) concentration and CS value, T2xCO2, by applying the
following relation:
Teq/T2xCO2 = 5.35 · ln (C/C0)/(5.35 · ln (2)) = ln (C/C0)/ ln (2) (9)
The riskR(Tlim,C,PDF) of overshooting a certain warming threshold,Tlim,
when stabilizing CO2 (equivalent) concentrations at level C can be calculated
in terms of the following integral. (Meinshausen 2006):
R(Tlim,C,PDF) =
∞∫
Tlim
PDF(x(ln(2)/ ln (C/C0))) · dx, (10)
with PDF
(
T2xCO2
)
being the assumed probability density for CS value
T2xCO2.
5 The PDFs used in the study have been made available by Malte Meinshausen and are truncated
above 10◦C. Furthermore, the conventional IPCC 1.5–4.5◦C range has been assumed “at hoc due
to luck of better knowledge” (Knutti et al. 2006), by Wigley and Raper (2001) as being a 90%
confidence interval for a lognormal distribution while the climate sensitivity PDF by Andronova
and Schlesinger (2001) is the one that includes solar and aerosol forcing. Forest et al. (2002)
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Fig. 5 Probability distribution functions used in the study.5 We have selected for MCA two
functions: the PDF of Wigley and Raper and the one of the Knutti et al. The first one assumes a
median of 2.6◦C and a 90% confidence level to be confined between 1.5 and 4.5◦Cwhile the second
gives significantly higher mean and variance
3.2 Long-term equilibrium temperature change
Based on Eq. (9) and a given PDF, the distribution of temperature change
at different stabilization targets of CO2 equivalent6 concentrations have been
estimated and displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 for the PDF of Wigley and this of
Knutti, respectively.
Based on Fig. 7 it is concluded that to achieve a maximum median temper-
ature change of 2◦C under post-industrial conditions, the long-term CO2-eq
concentration should remain at (or below) 400 ppmv under the PDF used by
Knutti et al. (Fig. 7). On the contrary, under the PDF of Wigley and Raper
(Fig. 6) an equivalent concentration of 500 ppmv is almost sufficient to obtain
a maximum median temperature of 2◦C post-industrial.
Figures 8 and 9 respectively define the risk of overshooting the EU target
of 2◦C and the DAI target 2.85◦C for post-2000 conditions (i.e., the so-called
Dangerous Anthropogenic Interference) temperature threshold, as defined by
Mastrandrea and Schneider (2004). Following the PDF of Knutti et al. for CS,
the median of carbon equivalent concentrations must be stabilized below 400
ppmv to satisfy the EU target, whereas the median concentration is around 475
ppmv following PDF adopted by Wigley and Raper.
The 50% percentile (median) for a temperature change above 2.85◦C (post-
2000) intercepts the Knutti et al. PDF at 490 ppm-eq., while this median point
estimates CS with expert and uniform a priori distributions; other observationally based estimate
is the one by Gregory et al. (2002); the uniform prior estimate by Knutti et al. (2003); and a recent
estimate based on a 53 ensemble of a large GCM, HadAM3 (Murphy et al. 2004). We focus our
analyses to the PDFs of Wigley and Raper and to this of Knutti et al. (2003). The truncation for the
CDF of Knutti et al. above 10◦C and below 1◦C introduces some counterbalancing bias.
6 The CO2 equivalent (CO2-eq) concentration produces the same radiative forcing as caused by
CO2 and all other greenhouse gases.
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Fig. 6 Post-industrial temperature rise at different CO2-eq concentrations following the PDF of
Wigley and Raper on climate sensitivity
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Fig. 7 Post-industrial temperature rise for different CO2-eq. concentrations following the PDF of
Knutti et al. on climate sensitivity
for the PDF of Wigley and Raper occurs at 700 ppm-eq., which corresponds
approximately to CO2 concentrations of 440 and 650 ppmv, respectively.
3.3 Transient temperature change
Based on the previous calculation of equilibrium temperature change (Sect. 3.2)
and adopting the difference and recursive equations as applied inMERGE, the
transient temperature change can be determined. For that we perform simple
MC estimates for different CS values to define the median, mean and the confi-
dence levels of the transient temperature rise for different years into the future.
This work assumes the same evaluation of the ocean diffusivity and the ocean
response time τ , as described in the Sect. 2.4 and scenarios with constant GHG
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Fig. 9 The median of long term risk (i.e., at 50% risk) to overshoot 3.45◦C post-industrial (or
2.85◦C post-2000) is violated above 490 ppm under Knutti and above 700 ppm under Wigley and
Raper
concentrations. Simplicity represents the main attractiveness of this approach
in that all the complexity of socioeconomic and cost-benefit analyses done
in MERGE can be by-passed, as we calculate directly the transient temper-
ature changes for fixed concentrations. The equilibrium temperature change
T(C)eq,t and the recursive formula7 for the transient temperature change
7 The difference equation 12, second term, describes how the transient temperature change TR
decays each year by the fraction 1 − 1/τ , due to heat transfer to the deeper levels of the ocean,
while the first part explains how the transient temperature is approaching the long term equilibrium
temperature change (i.e., the mean in two subsequent decades) each decade, and it is fully based
on the formulation in MERGE5.1.
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Table 2 Mean of
post-industrial temperature
change in ◦C, for different
CO2-eq. concentrations,
following the PDF of Knutti
et al.
400 ppm 450 ppm 500 ppm 556 ppm
2040 0.738 0.977 1.19 1.406
2050 0.885 1.171 1.427 1.685
2080 1.226 1.622 1.977 2.335
2100 1.398 1.851 2.256 2.664
2120 1.541 2.04 2.486 2.936
2150 1.713 2.267 2.763 3.263
Table 3 Post-industrial long term equilibrium temperature change and statistics in ◦C for different
CO2-eq. concentrations, following the PDF of Knutti et al.
400 ppm 450 ppm 500 ppm 556 ppm
90% confidence level 0.502–4.674 0.684–6.187 0.774–7.54 0.86–8.904
Median 1.963 2.599 3.167 3.74
Mean 2.365 3.13 3.815 4.505
Standard deviation 1.255 1.661 2.025 2.391
TRt+1 at a concentration Ct are defined as follows:
T(C)eq,t = T2xCO2 · ln (Ct/C0)/ ln (2) (11)
TRt+1 = 0.5 · (T(C)eq,t+1 + T(C)eq,t) · (1 − (1 − 1/τ)10)
+TRt · (1 − 1/τ)10 (12)
All that is needed is to sample values of T2xCO2 following a given PDF
and then to define the statistics for the median the mean and the confidence
levels of the transient temperature change for different years. Results of this
computation are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
For high CS values the value of ocean diffusivity parameter is also high,
and the time required reaching equilibrium temperatures could be more than
100 years. Hence, even for the PDF of Knutti et al., the reported mean actual
temperature change until the end of the twenty first century is lower than the
median of PDF on CS (i.e., the mean shown in Table 2, is 2.664◦C while the
equilibrium and long term median shown in Table 3 for the PDF of Knutti
et al. is 3.74◦C). The EU target, therefore, becomes an easier target to sat-
isfy. In the following sections, the MERGE model is used to generate differ-
ent scenarios on GHGs concentrations that reach values above doubling of
the pre-industrial levels, based on CBA equilibrium solution in a MC frame-
work. The way in which the transient temperature change evolves over time
under different policy profiles reducing temperature change is then shown and
discussed.
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4 Monte Carlo results for the baseline
The population, GWP and energy indicators for the baseline cases have been
discussed in Sect. 2.3. Thebaseline temperature changeby the year 2150 remains
well below 6◦C for the PDF of Wigley (Fig. 10) and below 8◦C (post-industrial)
for the PDF of Knutti et al. (Fig. 12). Also, long-term atmospheric carbon con-
centrations approach a maximum level of ∼1000 ppmv. These concentration
levels is a consequence of the depletion of oil and gas resources that enhance
the use of coal while eventually advanced fossil and/or carbon-free technologies
become competitive in future markets, particularly since the latter technologies
are assumed to exhibit high learning rates.
As expected, in the absence of policies designed to mitigate global warming,
only a small fraction of baseline cases ∼1–2% attain a temperature rise below
2◦C. Figure 11 indicates that the median temperature change by the year 2100
is above 3.3◦C (post-industrial) for the PDF of Wigley while in the year 2150 in
the case of Knutti we could have very high temperature increases (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 10 Results of the baseline following the PDF of Wigley and Raper for climate sensitivity.
Each graph shown here represents the temperature change trajectories generated by a MCA run.
Temperature change is reaching levels between 2.4 and 5.7◦C in 2150 as carbon concentrations
reach maximum levels of 1000 ppmv
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Fig. 11 In the baseline case almost 99% of cases are above 2◦C post-industrial in the year 2100
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Fig. 12 Results of the baseline case following the PDF of Knutti et al. (2003) for CS. Now
temperature changes are much higher than in the case of Wigley
5 Monte Carlo results for the CBA cases
5.1 General description of results
Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 describe the behaviour of key socio-
economic and energy-system indicators within a cost/benefit framework, where
the market and non-market damages are taken into account when allocating
the use of the economic output and when reducing household consumption to
cope with climate change. Under such circumstances, the environmental situ-
ation in terms of temperature change improves. Two different WTP levels are
assumed, two different discount rates are used, and separate MCA runs are
performed for each combination of these assumptions. As income increases in
the second part of the twenty first century the WTP increases and, therefore,
the temperature change is moderate.
Under the PDF for the CS of Wigley and Raper and for the reference WTP,
the temperature change by the year 2100 remains between 1.5 and 2.5◦C, with
a median of 2.08◦C (post-industrial), where the target threshold of 2◦C (post-
industrial) is satisfied by around 40% of the cases considered (Fig. 14). The
mean carbon value remains below 155 $/tC in the twenty first century and reach
a maximum at 260 $/tC in the twenty second century. When the utility discount
rate is reduced to 1% per annum, the median is again below 2◦C (Fig. 15).
Under Knutti et al. PDF and for high levels of the WTP, the temperature
change remains between 1.4 and 2.4◦C and the postulated threshold of 2◦C is
well satisfied by almost 70% of the cases analyzed (Fig. 16). The mean carbon
value is very high around 600 $/tC in the twenty first century and increases in
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Fig. 13 The temperature change is sufficiently controlled if the Reference WTP is assumed and a
descriptive utility discount rate of 3% is used in the CBA cases
CBA with PDFs of Wigley and Raper for CS, 3% UDR and a
Reference WTP of 1% of GDP to avoid 3° C post-industrial at 25k$/yr/cap
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Fig. 14 The median temperature change in 2100 is 2.08◦C (post-industrial) at 3% UDR
CBA with PDFs of Wigley and Raper for CS,  1% UDR and a  Reference WTP of 1%
of GDP to avoid 3° C post-industrial at 25k$/yr/cap
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Fig. 15 The median temperature change in 2100 is well below 2◦C post-industrial at 1% UDR
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CBA with PDFs of Knutti et al. for CS,  3% UDR and a  High WTP of
1% of GDP to avoid 2° C post-industrial at 25k$/yr/cap  
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Fig. 16 The median temperature change in 2100 remains below 2◦C post-industrial when a high
WTP is postulated
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Fig. 17 The carbon price trajectory shown above is typical for cases when upper bounded technol-
ogies with endogenous technological learning appear in the markets and the energy use increases.
The first local minimum around 2080 is due to LBD cost reductions for the marginal technology.
After the upper bound on the availability of this technology is reached, the marginal control cost
increases again up to the point that LBD of a new technology is active again
the twenty second century to a maximum of 900 $/tC (Fig. 17) because of the
low emission trajectories induced by the high cost of NMD. As a consequence,
the consumption loss varies from 0.5 to 5% of the GWP for the cases analyzed
(Fig. 18).
5.2 The portfolio of technologies for the target 2◦C (post-industrial) average
global temperature rise
The main consequence of the EU policy target of a maximum 2◦C post-indus-
trial temperature rise is the need for a significant restructuring of the present
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Fig. 18 The damages vary significantly between 0.5%of consumptions and 5%at high temperature
change levels, when a very high WTP is assumed
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global energy system, which presently relies on fossil fuels, towards a more
sustainable portfolio of technological options. The restructuring refers to the
primary-energy production by fossil and non-fossil fuels for the cases where a
high WTP to avoid serious climate change damages has been assumed.
The first conclusion is that oil and gas resources are depleted and their use is
reduced to a small fraction of the primary-energy mix. Secondly, technologies
like wind, new nuclear and solar PV penetrate the markets and substitute for
fossil fuels in the electricity-generation sector. Thirdly, hydrogen production
based on carbon sources using carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) con-
tributes significantly to the future energy mix while simultaneously stabilizing
atmospheric carbon concentrations. Fourthly, a massive introduction of com-
mercial biomass as an emerging industry to substitute for oil and gas is necessary
for either the production of hydrogen or for the generation of bio-fuels.
Lastly, no single technology can be characterized as a “magic bullet” that
can provide a solution to all energy and environmental issues facing mankind.
This last finding is especially true for conditions where the EU policy goal of
2◦C(post-industrial) global average temperature rise is aimed for in a world
where oil and gas resources are depleted under conditions where economic
development reaches the high levels assumed in this study. Commercial bio-
mass then becomes a candidate technology that approaches the stature of a
“silver bullet”, but, on the other hand, carbon-free systems like nuclear, wind
and solar PV together with coal combined with CCS contribute by another
60–70% of the primary energy consumption with the biomass generated hydro-
gen contributing to 15% of the primary energy production (Fig. 19).
The model identifies coal to be the most important fuel contributing to the
primary energy supply in the year 2100, for the Baseline case, as there is no
policy foreseen to control carbon emissions. Otherwise, in a CBA case that
balances costs and benefits of carbon emission control, nuclear, coal with CCS,
H2 produced from bio-fuels, and wind share the most important parts of energy
supply. A significant variance for Solar-PV, H2-biofuels and CCS systems is
presented in the diagrams, induced by the random behavior of endogenous
learning by doing rates.
6 Conclusions
The scope of this study is to assess the effectiveness of climate-changemitigation
policies in restricting global average surface temperature rise to below some
critical thresholds (e.g., 2◦C above the pre-industrial levels). This study applies
Monte Carlo Analyses in conjunction with a range of PDFs to define the prob-
ability of exceeding these specified thresholds. We simulate different levels of
willingness-to-pay that enable for the global socio-economic and energy system
to remain below these limits, andwe assess the associated cost to the economyof
achieving these temperature-rise targets together with the technological change
needed to restructure the present energy sector.
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Despite themodel difficulties and simplifications, especially in the evaluation
of the transient temperature change, this probabilistic framework presents an
alternative method for conceptualizing climate-change policy decisions
(Mastrandrea and Schneider 2004). The messages derived from these analy-
ses are significant:
• The policy target of 2◦C (post-industrial) by the end of 2100 is arbitrary in
terms of the threshold level chosen and the time horizon explored, while
the success of that policy is low if PDFs for Climate Sensitivity like the one
suggested by Knutti et al. prevails.
• The policy target of a temperature change of 2◦C above pre-industrial lev-
els represents a difficult target for the PDF and WTP parameters assumed.
Either the world-wide level ofWTPmust be significantly improved relative
to present-day attitudes (the need for increased WTP refers to the whole
world and not only to Europe), or we have to adopt moderate temperature
threshold targets and adapt to the associated environmental impacts.
• A restructuring of the global energy system towards a more sustainable
and carbon- free system is technically feasible, but expensive, and requires
a massive mobilization of resources and a very strong societal commitment
to be materialized. The results obtained from this study are optimistic,
since they are based on an assumed potential of 400 EJ/year for bio-fuels
and a successful technology development and implementation (not to men-
tion advances in CCS technologies assumed). Additionally, full cooperation
across all world regions in terms of devoting resources to reduce global
warming, as well as a global acceptance of the induced carbon tax, has been
assumed,.
• The “optimal” tax trajectory needed to avoid a given risk of overshooting
critical temperature limits strongly depends on the applied PDF describ-
ing the CS parameter, the portfolio of technological options to be made
available in the future and the utility discount rate.
• The reference WTP used in MERGE is quadratic in temperature change
and corresponds to the spending of 1% of regional GDP (for an income of
25k$/capita) to avoid a temperature change of 2.5◦C (post-2000). Applying
the PDF suggested by Wigley and Raper to the CS parameter, we estimate
carbon concentrations that become high over time but are affordable. The
corresponding median temperature rise is 2.08◦C (post-industrial) in 2100
(i.e., in a CBA framework and a descriptive utility discount rate of 3%
per annum). The mean value of carbon taxes remain below $155 per ton
of carbon in the twenty first century, while the amount of consumption
losses amounts to∼0.7 percent (compared to consumption in the baseline).
The median temperature change is reduced to 1.76◦C when a prescriptive
discount rate of 1% is adopted.
• When the PDF suggested by Knutti et al. is applied, which is characterized
by higher CS levels, more drastic restrictions on the GHG emissions and
a high WTP are required, which is well above the reference assumptions
of MERGE. For a 3% utility discount rate and the reference WTP, the
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median remains above 2◦C, whereas for high WTP, 70% of the cases have
a temperature rise below 2◦C (post-industrial). The Non-Market Damages
in this case are between 0.5%, and a maximum of 5% at high climate sen-
sitivity ranges. The carbon value assumes two peaks over time: one around
600 $t/C in 2080 and another at 900 $/tC in 2130.
• It is found that there is no one single technology that allows this ambitious
policy target to be satisfied. Technologies like energy conservation, efficient
power generation systems based on coal and gas with CCS, nuclear energy,
wind, solar PV, biomass and other renewables are found to penetrate into
future energy markets for both global regions examined. Perhaps the most
significant technology at this low temperature threshold is the massive
introduction of biomass plantations to provide the raw materials needed
for hydrogen or bio-fuel production associated with CCS that in principle
provides a natural route for removing carbon from the atmosphere.
• Although some natural scientist (Meinshausen 2006), convey optimistic
messages about the ability to avoid average global temperature changes
above 2◦C (post-industrial), the efforts and coordination associated to that
mitigation target and the cost penalty related with these policies is so high
that it becomes difficult to remain optimistic.
• No objective and quantitative specification of what “dangerous anthropo-
genic interference with the climate” exactly means is available, since this
description is based largely on value judgments. It would be helpful for deci-
sion making to define more precise temperature thresholds that could lead
to irreversible climate changes. Priority should be given to the assessment
of key changes like the Greenland and Artic ice melting (Oppenheimer
and Alley 2004), the thermohaline circulation and the release of methane
hydrates (Schellnhuber 2006). Science must also reduce the uncertainty on
targeted CS values if policy decisions other than the “no-regrets” varieties
are to be taken and, most importantly, if an extension of the Kyoto protocol
is to be achieved.
• Lastly, the estimated CPDFs on temperature change as function of policies
analyzed herein is helpful in defining the risk associated with alternative
temperature thresholds.
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